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ANALYSIS OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC AUTHENTICATION AND MANIPULATION 

DETECTION METHODS FOR BIG DATA 

 
The emergence of Big Data has made it possible to obtain more information about the customer and competitive 

base, as well as about market trends. Therefore, the desire of criminals to gain unauthorized access to this data also 

increases in direct proportion. However, not enough attention is paid to security issues of Big Data systems and their 

creation does not take into account the information security component. The purpose of the article is to develop 

approaches to the cyber protection of Big Data, which are stored and transmitted by telecommunication communication 

channels when responding to a request, namely their integrity and authentication. The main problems when working with 

Big Data are analyzed. Based on the results of the analysis of Big Data protection problems, a cryptographic 

transformation of data indexes when they are stored in the database and when transmitted in the form of hash codes is 

proposed to increase the efficiency of search by user requests. The expediency of using crypto-code constructions on 

elliptic curves of various types of modifications to form a pseudo-random substrate in order to increase the crypto-

resistance of transmitted messages is proven. When forming hash codes, it is advisable to use modified elliptical codes, 

and under stricter conditions, the level of cryptographic resistance of authentication codes can be increased due to hybrid 

crypto-code constructions. A pseudo-random substrate can be represented by varieties that must equally ensure the 

necessary transformations and preservation of universality properties by the UMAC algorithm. 

Keywords: Big Data, crypto-code constructions, hybrid crypto-code constructions, elliptic curves, pseudo-random 

layer, damaged codes. 

 

Introduction 

New technologies make it possible to create huge arrays of data and the ability to process it. 

The emergence of Big Data has made it possible to obtain more information about the customer and 

competitive base, as well as about market trends. Thus, from 2020 to 2025, the amount of data 

generated by mankind will grow from 51 zettabytes to 175 zettabytes [1]. And the global Big Data 

analytics market, which was estimated at $41.85 billion in 2019, will grow to $115.13 billion, with 

an average growth rate of 11.9% by 2028 [2]. Among the main advantages of Big Data for business, 

according to information obtained as a result of a survey by the research company The Economist 

Intelligence Unit and the consulting company Accenture, the following can be highlighted: search for 

new sources of income (56%); improving customer experience (51%); new products and services 

(50%); influx of new customers and retention of loyalty of old ones [3]. 

Therefore, the desire of criminals to gain unauthorized access to this data also increases in direct 

proportion. However, not enough attention is paid to security issues of Big Data systems and their 

creation does not take into account the information security component. 

Therefore, the purpose of the article is to develop approaches to the cyber protection of Big 

Data, which are stored and transmitted by telecommunication communication channels when 

responding to a request, namely their integrity and authentication.  

Analysis of problems when working with Big Data 

Big Data is characterized not only by volume, velocity and variety, but also by reliability and 

potential value. In order to maintain the required values according to these characteristics, the 

following problems are now identified when working with Big Data [3]: 

1) lack of practice in working with Big Data and its protection;  

2) lack of Big Data protection methodologies;  

3) lack of Big Data protection standards;  

4) a large ecosystem of Big Data;  

5) lack of Big Data regulation.  

Among the leading standardization institutes, special attention is paid to the recommendations 

of the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), because its experts advise first to 

focus on ensuring the security and confidentiality of data at all technological levels of their 

processing, covering five main interfaces of interaction with data [3], namely:  
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interaction interface between data providers and application providers; 

the interaction interface between application providers and data consumers; 

the interaction interface of the application provider and the platform for working with Big Data; 

data protection during the internal interaction of various Big Data technologies and platforms; 

protection of Big Data system management tools. 

Among Big Data protection tools, can also be singled out cryptographic means of information 

protection, which can be effectively used both when storing data and when transmitting it. 

Using multilayer hashing functions using the UMAC algorithm 

In targeted attacks, even a file downloaded from a trusted source can become a loophole for an 

attacker. And if quantum computers are connected, then new threats to encryption appear, as they 

will be able to radically change the time of selection of cipher keys. Therefore, new opportunities for 

information protection should appear.  

Thus, NIST specialists point to the developments of the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) [4] and 

recommend focusing on four areas of protection: 

1) infrastructure security; 

2) data confidentiality; 

3) data management; 

4) integrity and response procedures.  

In this work 2) and 4) are considered. 

The implementation of the data privacy direction is considered through the impact of social 

data on security and privacy when making requests to Big Data. Moreover, data protection must be 

ensured regardless of where it is stored or used, and ensuring the confidentiality and manageability 

of Big Data must be considered through data inventory and classification, the use of data masking 

technologies, the formation of management policies and data access rules [5]. 

Maintaining the integrity and conducting the response procedure is carried out through Big Data 

analysis to detect malicious activity and understand the state of Big Data processing systems, detect 

security events and respond to identified threats, detect, analyze and investigate incidents, as well as 

security of the analytics results. 

To implement these directions, it is proposed to use the approach of converting indexes in the 

database into hash codes, which will reduce the capacity of the database itself and increase the 

efficiency of responses to requests to it. Also, when the results of requests are transmitted to the 

database via telecommunication communication channels, hashing of transmitted messages is used, 

which is usually carried out using tamper detection codes (to control data integrity) and message 

authentication codes (to confirm the authenticity of data). 

Therefore, the use of hashing as database indexes and data transmission on request through 

telecommunication communication channels can be represented in the form of the following tuple 

[6–10]: 

 

{CIndex/mess;HashUMAC;Pad},     (1) 

 

where CIndex/mess – index / message codegram; HashUMAC  – index/message hash code; Pad  – 

pseudorandom layer. 

When using a reliable hash function, it is computationally difficult to create a fake message 

with the same hash code (MAC code - message authentication code) value as the real message. 

However, these threats can be implemented due to the weakness of specific hashing algorithms, 

signature or errors in their implementation [7, 11].  

The method of building multilayer hashing functions using the example of the UMAC 

algorithm (Fig. 1) is expedient.  

It is based on a combination of multi-stage universal key hashing and the use of a block 

symmetric cipher.  
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Pic 1. Structural diagram of the implementation of the modified UMAC  

algorithm on McEliece and Niederreiter CCC, on EC, on MEC and on DC 

 

This algorithm uses many universal hash functions and provides proven security when forming 

an authentication code [8, 12]:  

1st layer – the value of the universal hash function (UHASH-hash) of the first level of hashing: 

 

 1 1 1 /,L L L index messY Hash K M ,      (2) 

 

where 
/index messM – index / message; 

1LHash  – universal key hashing function 
/index messM  using a secret 

key of the first hashing level 1LK ;  

2nd layer – the value of the universal hash function (UHASH-hash) of the second hashing level: 

 

 2 2 2 /,L L L index messY Hash K M ,      (3) 

 

where 2LHash  – universal key hashing function 1LY  using a secret key of the second hashing level 

2LK ;  

3rd layer – the value of the universal hash function (UHASH-hash) of the third hashing level: 
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where xor  – “exclusive OR” operation on previous and next values. 

Additional crypto-resistance of the code is provided by the use of a pseudo-random lining on 

the last layer Pad [9, 13–15]: 

 

UMACY Hash Pad  .      (5) 

 

Thus, universal hashing in a multi-layer UMAC design allows for the same probability of 

forming hash images for a variety of used key data. This property ensures the security of the 

encryption algorithm [10, 16].  

Pseudo-random lining Pad strengthens the crypto-resistance of the MAC authentication code. 

Formation of a pseudo-random lining Pad is presented in the form of hybrid McEliece crypto-code 

constructions on modified elliptic curves (MEC) with various types of modifications (on extended 

and shortened, as well as damaged codes) [10]. 

To form Pad у in the form of crypto-code structures on modified elliptical codes with 

lengthening and shortening and in the form of hybrid crypto-code structures on modified elliptical 

codes with damage (DC) [8]: text formation with modifications (lengthening/shortening, damage): 

 

2

* ,
j MVj j k h KC C C E  ,      (6) 

2

* ,
r MVj h KC C E  .      (7) 

 

where jC – index/message codegram; 
jk hC 
– modified index/message code when shortened; 

rhC – modified index/message code when extended; 
2MVKE – damage based on the use of the key 

Ki
МV2 and algorithm MV2.  

Thus, as a mechanism for the formation of a pseudorandom lining Pad for the third layer of the 

cascade UMAC hashing algorithm, it is proposed to use crypto-code constructions on elliptic curves 

and their modifications. 

To assess the stability of crypto-algorithms for formation Pad we will use the package NIST 

STS 822 [17]. The results of the research are shown in Table 1. According to the given data, it was 

concluded in [18] that the statistical characteristics of the proposed crypto-code constructions are not 

inferior to the traditional asymmetric crypto-code systems of McEliece. All cryptosystems passed 

100% of the tests and following results were obtained: 155 out of 189 tests passed at the level of 0.99 

(hybrid McEliece crypto-code constructions on shortened MEC), which is 82% of the total number 

of tests; 149 out of 189 tests passed at 0.99 (traditional asymmetric McEliece crypto-code).  

 

Table 1 

Statistical security studies results [18] 

 

Cryptosystems 

Number of tests in 

which more than 99% 

of the sequences 

passed the test 

Number of tests in 

which more than 96% 

of the sequences 

passed the test 

Number of tests 

where less than 96% 

of the sequences 

passed the test 

McEliece's ACCS  149 (78,83%) 189 (100%) 0 (0%) 

McEliece's MACCS on shorter MECs 151 (79,89%) 189 (100%) 0 (0%) 

McEliece's MACCS on extended MECs 152 (80,42%) 189 (100%) 0 (0%) 

HCCCDC on extended MECs 153 (80,95%) 189 (100%) 0 (0%) 

HCCCDC on short MECs 155 (82 %) 189 (100%) 0 (0%) 

 

From the above, it can be seen that Pad, which is formed on damaged codes (DC) has the 

greatest stability. Pad formed on traditional elliptical codes (EC) are characterized by the least 
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stability. Based on the conducted studies of the properties of McEliece code cryptosystems, stability 

estimates are given in works [6 – 11]. This also extends to quantum cryptanalysis. It is also shown 

that the relative speed of data transmission for the most important cases of applied nature, the 

McEliece cryptosystem allows to increase the relative speed of information transmission by 30-40% 

[19]. The results of the study of the effectiveness of the formation of crypto-code transformations 

using the McEliece cryptosystem are shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2 

Effectiveness of performing transformations in Niederreitter and McEliece cryptosystems on the EC 

 

Type of 

cryptosystem 

Information vector length, symbols Crypto conversion rate, bit/s 

10 100 1000 
block size, bit 

256  128  

McEliece 0,55 1,53 4 357,534 365,551 

 

In the proposed method of forming data integrity and authenticity control codes, the first layers 

of the transformation are proposed to be implemented using high-speed, but cryptographically weak 

universal hashing schemes traditional for the UMAC algorithm, the last layer is proposed to be 

implemented using a developed secure (cryptographically strong) strictly universal hashing scheme 

based on algebraic geometric codes and crypto-code constructions [8-10, 20 – 22]. 

This algorithm for generating a hash code is cryptographically resistant to cracking in the post-

quantum period, since the technical characteristics of quantum computers will only slightly reduce 

the number of operations required to crack this algorithm. 

 

Conclusions 

Based on the results of the research, it can be concluded that there is no single way to prevent 

leakage and distortion of information during its transmission. Therefore, a comprehensive approach 

to the organization of authenticated access and data hashing is important. When forming hash codes, 

it is advisable to use modified elliptical codes, and under stricter conditions, the level of cryptographic 

resistance of authentication codes can be increased due to hybrid crypto-code constructions. A 

pseudo-random substrate can be represented by varieties that must equally ensure the necessary 

transformations and preservation of universality properties by the UMAC algorithm. 

The results of research on crypto-resistance and efficiency confirmed the feasibility of using 

the modified UMAC algorithm to transform data indexes in Big Data into more stable crypto-code 

structures, and their use when transmitting data at the request of authorized users through 

telecommunication channels. 
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